1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to present a result concerning regularity at the boundary of bounded, weak solutions of equations of the form (1) div^4(x, u y u x ) = B (x, u, u x ) where A and B are, respectively, vector and scalar valued Baire functions defined on SI x R 1 x R n that satisfy \A (pc, u, w) >f(x 0 ) weakly and, therefore, we can give meaning to u(x 0 ) = /(x 0 ) weakly.
As a direct consequence of the gradient estimate below, (5), we obtain the following
THEOREM. Suppose f is a continuous function on d£l and let u G W l p (£ï) be a bounded weak solution of (1) such that u(x 0 ) = f(x 0 ) weakly. If (3) holds and then tim x _> Xo . x(Ea u(x) = f(x 0 ).
The notation in (4) indicates the norm of a x + a 2 taken relative to the nball B(x 0 , r). Of course, if it is assumed that a v a 2 G L q where q > n/(p -1), then clearly (4) 
THEOREM. There is a constant C depending only on n, p, the bound for u, the coefficients in (2), and ô such that for all sufficiently small r t Suppose u is a solution of (1) such that u(x 0 ) = f(x 0 ) weakly but that lim^.-^ .^gfl^W ^f( x o)' ïf (4) holds the gradient estimate (5) is used to show that there is a set E which is T p -thin at x 0 (see [ME] for definition) such that u(x) tends to a limit £/£ Thus, in terms analogous to the classical case, u has a T -fine limit at x 0 .
Proofs of these and other results will appear elsewhere. 
